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CSOs priorities with regard to LDN/SLM

Beyond listing and ranking CSOs priorities it is most important to note that:
v CSOs are diverse in nature and operate in a wide range of fields, from 

local development to human rights and democracy;
v CSOs priorities encompass, all at once, social, economic and political 

considerations such as:

ü Food security;

ü Land rights;

ü Gender and youth: empowerment and equity;

ü Promotion of Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure,

ü Traditional knowledge (best practices), preservation and valorization of cultural 
tangible and intangible heritage;

v There is no fragmentation in the CSOs vision: LDN is not seen as a 
stand-alone concept, but understood as a factor contributing to 
sustaining land AND improving livelihood conditions.



CSOs assets and potential role for a successful 
implementation of LDN

v CSOs can play a crucial role, because they are aware of local factors which play a 
decisive role in successful implementation of LDN/SLM, and they are the faithful 
mirror of vulnerable people concerns, needs and priorities;

v This allows CSOs to play a unique role of advocacy and lobbying governments 
for sharing a holistic vision of LDN, fully embedded with social, ethic and cultural 
considerations;

v They can implement LDN projects in support to local communities and promote 
sustainable land management practices;

v They can guide decisions, monitor and report on actions taken by governments.

v In this spirit the role of CSOs must be politically recognized and CSOs must be 
involved in decision making processes related to LDN issues



Key Message

CSOs are one of the key actors for promoting a social-ecological approach to 
achieve land degradation neutrality.

Key Question

How building partnerships, notably through networks, to strengthen the 
role of CSOs as drivers of change in environmental governance and for a 

transformative action on the society?


